COVID-19 GENETIC VACCINES FOR KIDS

IT'S TIME TO
STOP THE SHOTS
Kids Don't Need Them
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They have NOT been proven safe
COVID-19 genetic vaccines teach our cells to produce harmful spike proteins in
unknown amounts and for an unknown duration in many places in the body. They have
serious side effects, like myocarditis, that pose more risk to children than COVID-19
itself. Even more concerning is that there are no medium or long-term safety data.
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Boosters Cause Harm to Teens
A CDC study of vaccines in teens 12 - 17 years old found that
within a week of receiving the booster, teens had a:
75% chance of an adverse event
20% chance of missing school or work
1% chance of requiring medical care

Trial Participant SERIOUSLY INJURED
Maddie de Garay was a perfectly healthy 12-year-old girl
enrolled in the Pfizer 12- 15 year old trial. Less than 24 hours
after her second shot, Maddie developed erratic blood
pressure, seizures, menstrual issues, bowel and bladder
incontinence, paralysis from the waist down, and other issues.
Maddie is now wheelchair-bound, fed via feeding tube and
endures crippling body pain.

The number of children who got
severe COVID-19 in Pfizer's clinical
trials for kids, vaccinated or
unvaccinated, in any age group.
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The number of Canadian teens
between the ages of 12 and 15
who are likely to be SERIOUSLY
INJURED by the COVID-19
vaccines if the entire age group
received the injection.
Source: Pfizer Primary Series 12 - 15 years

COVID-19 Vaccines Harm Toddlers
The Pfizer trial of vaccines in children aged 6 months to
2 years showed that after the first dose children had a:

The COVID-19 Genetic Vaccines

DO MORE HARM
THAN GOOD

149% increased risk of recurrent COVID-19
199% increased risk of severe COVID-19

Watch Parent
Video Now

This 15-minute video has been prepared by the medical experts at the CCCA, which
include pediatricians, immunologists, and vaccinologists. The video summarizes the
evidence in everyday language to help parents make informed choices on whether or
not to giver their children a COVID-19 genetic vaccine.

#StopTheShots
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